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What is the loop and a half ?

➢ The loop and a half is a loop that may exit (on a 
special condition) somewhere in the middle of 
the loop body.

➢ Such premature loop exit could be done by the 
return statement, or the break statement, or 
the continue statement. 

➢ We will not cover continue in this course, 
though. It’s quite handy in simple programs but can make 

more complex programs harder to comprehend, so 
some purist programmers tend to avoid using it.
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Go back to 
the caller

Loop and a half  with the return statement 

loop
condition

F

T

return

special exit

condition

The rest of loop body

Pre-loop statements

T

F

early loop body

Whenever this special exit condition 
becomes true at an iteration, the return
statement will get executed, causing an 
immediate return to the caller. 

The immediate return causes the 
rest of the loop body to be skipped 
at the last iteration. Thus the 
name “the loop and a half”.

Recall that executing the return
statement causes the running 
function to exit and go back to 
the caller.
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Task: Finding a Character in a String

➢Write a function find(text, char, index) such 
that:

• It scans the string text starting at the string 
index index, searching for the first occurrence 
of the character char.  The default index is 0.

• If char is found, it returns the index of text
where char is.

• If char is not found, it returns -1
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Task: Finding a Character in a String

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'e', 0)

2

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'e')

2

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'e', 2)

2

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'e', 3)

5

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'e', 6)

11

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'e', 12)

-1

Exactly the same as 
the previous call since 
the default starting 
index is 0.

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'Q')

0

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'q')

-1 

>>> find('Que sera, sera', ',')

8

>>> find('', 's')

-1

>>>

We want the function find()
to behave like this:
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The function find() - Algorithm

>>> find('Que sera, sera', 'e', 3)

Let’s try to figure out what find() should do for this call.

The three parameters:
text is 'Que sera, sera'
char is 'e'
index is 3

index is 3 and text[index] != char,
so increment index by 1 to become 4

index is 4 and text[index] != char,
so increment index by 1 to become 5

index is 5 and text[index] == char,
so char has been found, return index

These repeated 
actions suggests 
a loop algorithm

The loop is to scan 
text searching for 
char, so it should 
iterate over the 
indexes of text.

Whenever char is found within text, 
the loop immediately exits via return
with the current index.

Therefore
text[index] == char 

is the special exit 

condition.
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find() : from algorithm to code
The three parameters:
text is 'Que sera, sera'
char is 'e'
index is 3

index is 3 and text[index] != char,
so increment index by 1 to become 4

index is 4 and text[index] != char,
so increment index by 1 to become 5

index is 5 and text[index] == char,
so char has been found, return index

def find(text, char, index=0):

textlength = len(text)

while index < textlength:

index = index + 1

return -1

if text[index] == char:

return index

The default 
starting index

The loop iterates 
over the indexes 
of text.

Each iteration 
keeps looking 
for char within 
text.

Normal exit 
of the loop 
means char
is not found 
in text.

A loop-and-a-half  
algorithm
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The Function find()- finished

def find(text, char, index=0):

"""finds the 1st occurrence of <char> within <text>,

starting scanning at <index> (default at 0)

returns the index of <char> in <text> or -1 if not found

"""

textlength = len(text)

while index < textlength:

if text[index] == char:

return index

index = index + 1

return -1
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for loop and a half
➢The loop-and-a-half with the return statement 

can be implemented by the for statement as well.

>>> has_char('Que sera, sera', 'e')

True

>>> has_char('Que sera, sera', '3')

False

As an example, let’s implement a much 
simpler, scaled down version of find(). 
Call it the function has_char() which runs 

like this:
has_char() requires two 

parameters: 
a string and a character.

It returns True if 
the string contains 
the character at 
least once, or False
otherwise.
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The Function has_char()- Code
def find(text, char, index=0):

textlength = len(text)

while index < textlength:

if text[index] == char:

return index

index = index + 1

return -1

has_char() can use the 

same algorithm as 
find(), except that it 

doesn't have to care 
about the indexes at all.

def has_char(text, char):
"""returns True 
if there is the character <char> in the string <text>
or False otherwise"""
for c in text:

if c == char:
return True

return False

Thus, a for loop suffices.

A for loop containing 
a return statement is 

also a loop and half.
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Loop and a half  with the break statement 

loop
condition

F

T

break

special exit

condition

The rest of loop body

Pre-loop statements

T

F

early loop body Whenever this special exit condition 
becomes true at an iteration, the break
statement will get executed, causing 
an immediate break out of the loop. 

Executing the break statement 

terminates the loop in which it is 
contained, and transfers control to 
the code immediately following 
the loop.

The immediate break causes the 
rest of the loop body to be skipped 
at the last iteration. Thus the so-
called “loop and a half”.

Go to the first statement 
following the loop.
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find()- Alternative Version Using break
def find(text, char, index=0): #version 1

textlength = len(text)

while index < textlength:

if text[index] == char:

return index

index = index + 1

return -1

def find(text, char, index=0): #version 2

result = -1

textlength = len(text)

while index < textlength:

if text[index] == char:

result = index

break

index = index + 1

return result

Instead of the immediate 
return here, it can break
out of the loop first and 
then return the result 

after the loop.

First, initialize the result to the 
not found status.

Whenever char is found, the 
current index is the result, 
then break out of the loop.

Both versions work 
effectively the same.

Notice that if char is never 
found in text, the loop will 
exit normally and result
remains to be -1.
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has_char()- Alternative Version Using break

def has_char(text, char): #version 1

for c in text:

if c == char:

return True

return False

def has_char(text, char): #version 2

result = False

for c in text:

if c == char:

result = True

break

return result

Instead of the immediate 
return here, it can break
out of the loop first and 
then return the result 

after the loop.

First, initialize the result to 
False (the not found status).

Whenever char is found, 
set result to True (the 
found status), then break
out of the loop.

Notice that if char is never found 
in text, the loop will exit normally 
and result remains to be False.

Both versions work 
effectively the same.
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The Forever Loop
➢ Some algorithms call for a loop that repeats its body 

unconditionally, ie. without a loop condition. Thus, 
the so-called forever loop that repeats forever!

➢ The forever loop with break is a more sensible kind 
of the forever loop. Though it has no loop condition 
to check before each iteration, it may exit on a 
specified exit condition somewhere in the middle of 
the loop body.

➢ Therefore the forever loop with break is a special, 
simple kind of the loop and a half.
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The Forever Loop with break is not forever. 

break

exit

condition

The rest of loop body

Pre-loop statements

T

F

early loop body Whenever this exit condition becomes 
true at an iteration, the break
statement will get executed, causing 
an immediate break out of the loop. 

The immediate break causes the 
rest of the loop body to be skipped 
at the last iteration.

Go to the first statement 
following the loop.

Without any loop condtion, 
the loop body is repeated 
unconditionally, thus the 
term "forever loop"
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The Forever Loop with break in Python 

break

exit

condition

The rest of loop body

Pre-loop statements

T

F

early loop body
pre-loop statements

while True:

early loop body

if exit_condition == True

break

the rest of loop body

Since the loop condition 
True is always true, the 

loop repeats forever.

This break upon exit_condition
makes it possible for the loop to 
terminate eventually.
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A Simple Example
print('Hi there.')
while True:

s = input('Enter something: ')
if s == 'quit':

break
print(f'You entered {len(s)} characters')

print('Bye now.')

Can you figure out 
from the code what 
this program does?

Hi there.

Enter something: python

You entered 6 characters

Enter something: Time flies.

You entered 11 characters

Enter something: 

You entered 0 characters

Enter something: quit

Bye now.

>>> 

An empty line 
is entered.

This word hits the 
exit condition.
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Sentinel-Loop Pattern : revisited
translated into 
a while loop

F

T

Process the data item

Read

next data item

item is not 

the sentinel

Read 

next data item

Read next data item

while item is not the sentinel : 

Read next data item

Process the data item

Sentinel-loop pattern requires two 
of the same read statements, one 

before and the other within the loop.

A forever loop with break 
can reduce to only one read.
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The Sentinel Loop via the Forever Loop

rewrittened as

a forever loop

having only one read.

Read next data item

while item is not the sentinel: 

Read next data item

Process the data item

while True :

Read next data item

if item is the sentinel: 

break

Process the data item

The sentinel-loop 
pattern requires 
two reads.

Both patterns work 
effectively the same.
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Sentinel-Loop via Forever Loop : Example

def average(): # version 3.1 : sentinel loop

sum = 0

count = 0

number = float(input('Enter a number (negative to quit): '))

while number >= 0:

sum = sum + number

count = count + 1

number = float(input('Enter a number (negative to quit): '))

if count == 0:

return 0, 'nothingness'

return count, sum/count

while True:
number = float(input('Enter a number (negative to quit): '))
if number < 0:

break
sum = sum + number
count = count + 1

number = float(input('Enter a number (negative to quit): '))

while number >= 0:

sum = sum + number

count = count + 1

number = float(input('Enter a number (negative to quit): '))

# version 4: forever loop with break

while True:
number = float(input('Enter a number (negative to quit): '))
if number < 0:

break
sum = sum + number
count = count + 1

number = float(input('Enter a number (negative to quit): '))

while number >= 0:

sum = sum + number

count = count + 1

number = float(input('Enter a number (negative to quit): '))

An alternative 
forever loop with 
only one read

The standard 
sentinel-loop  
with two reads

An alternative 
forever loop 

with one read

The standard 
sentinel loop 

with two reads
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More Example - Input Validation
Suppose we want to write a function read_positive() that 

• reads and returns only a positive number. 
• If the user enters a zero or a negative number, it 

continues to reprompt until the user enters a valid 
number.

>>> read_positive()

Enter a positive number: 0

0.0 is not positive. Please retry.

Enter a positive number: -3

-3.0 is not positive. Please retry.

Enter a positive number: -10.75

-10.75 is not positive. Please retry.

Enter a positive number: 7

7.0

>>>

read_positive() 

should behave like this:

>>> read_positive()

Enter a positive number: 2.7

2.7

>>> 

What this function does

is the process of  
Input Validation
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read_positive() by a forever loop with break

def read_positive():
"""reads and returns only a positive number.
Invalid input will prompt the user to re-enter.
"""  
while True:

n = float(input('Enter a positive number: '))
if n > 0:  # valid input

break
print(f'{n} is not positive. Please retry.')

return n

It's easy to implement the function 
with a forever loop with break.

Note that this reverses the sense of  

the usual sentinel loop because it 

will break out of  loop whenever the 

input is valid and normal.
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In the topic of multiple selections, we've learned that 
we can nest if statements. We can also nest loops.

Nested Loops

When a for or a while
statement is put within
another for or while 
statement, we've got 

nested loops.

for k in range(1, 4):

i = 1

while i <= k:

print()

i = i+1

for _ in range(i):

print('$', end='')

In Python, indentation 

is very important !

while i <= k:

print()

i = i+1

for _ in range(i):

print('$', end='')
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or here:

for var in sequence:
statement1
statement2
statement3

How nested loops are possible in Python

Each of these yellow boxes is actually a single statement.
for i in range(4):

k = 2*i-1
print(k*'$')

while i <= k:
print(i*'$')
sum = sum+i
i = i+1

x = y+1

if x > y:
m = x

else:
m = y

while condition:
statement1
statement2
statement3

statement2

so each can be put here:

statement3

print(i) while True:
s = input('>')
if s == 'quit':

break
print(len(s))
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Nested Loops happen naturally on demand

Suppose we want to write a line of n dollar-signs ($) 
where n is a given positive integer. 

>>> n = 3

>>> print(n*'$')

$$$

>>> n = 5

>>> print(n*'$')

$$$$$

A single call of print() can do the task.

>>> n = 5

>>> for i in range(n):

print('$', end='')

$$$$$

This for-loop also 

produces the same 
result.

The default value 
of end is '\n'
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From lines to a right triangle
Suppose we chose to use 
a for-loop to write a line of 
n dollar-signs ($). 

>>> n = 5

>>> for i in range(n):

print('$', end='')

$$$$$

Next, we want to write k lines of 
1, 2, …, k dollar-signs successively 
so they look like a right-triangle.

k = 5
n = 1
while n <= k:

for i in range(n):
print('$', end='')

print()
n = n + 1

We can use a counting while-loop 
that repeats the above for-loop with 

the counter n running from 1 to k.

This empty print() is added to make 
the next print() start at a new line.

Suppose
k is 5

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

The output 

when k is 5
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From right triangles to a saw
k = 5
n = 1
while n <= k:

for i in range(n):
print('$', end='')

print()
n = n + 1

Suppose
k is 5

So now we've got a program that writes a right 
triangle with the base of k dollar-signs, where k
is a given positive integer.

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

The output 

when m is 3

and k is 5.

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

The output 

when k is 5

Next, we want to write m 
right triangles, each with the 
base of k dollar signs so 
they look like a saw of m
teeth, where m is a given 
positive integer.
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From right triangles to a saw
k = 5
n = 1
while n <= k:

for i in range(n):
print('$', end='')

print()
n = n + 1

m = 4
for j in range(m):

k = 5
n = 1
while n <= k:

for i in range(n):
print('$', end='')

print()
n = n + 1

We can use a simple for-loop 

that repeats the above code 

m times.

Suppose
m is 4

The code that prints a 
right triangle with the 
base of length k.
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A Prototype of the Saw Program
$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

m = 4
for j in range(m):

k = 5
n = 1
while n <= k:

for i in range(n):
print('$', end='')

print()
n = n + 1

So now we've got a program 
that writes a saw of m teeth, 
where m is a given positive 
integer.

The output 

when m is 4

This is an algorithm of  
three nested loops.
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The Saw Program - generalized

m = 4
for j in range(m):

k = 5
n = 1
while n <= k:

for i in range(n):
print('$', end='')

print()
n = n + 1

Now we want to encapsulate our saw's code into a function saw()
that has three parameters: 
• nteeth – the number of saw teeth 
• baselength – the number of symbols at the base of each tooth
• symbol – the symbol used to build the saw 

So m is renamed nteeth, 
k is renamed baselength, 
'$' is replaced by symbol.

def saw(nteeth, baselength, symbol):
for j in range(nteeth):

n = 1
while n <= baselength:

for i in range(n):
print(symbol, end='')

print()
n = n + 1

Thus the 

complete code.
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Testing the function saw()
>>> saw(3, 5, '*')

*

**

***

****

*****

*

**

***

****

*****

*

**

***

****

*****

>>> saw(symbol='&', baselength=3, nteeth=5)

&

&&

&&&

&

&&

&&&

&

&&

&&&

&

&&

&&&

&

&&

&&&
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The function saw() – alternative versions
def saw(nteeth, baselength, symbol): #version 1

for j in range(nteeth):
n = 1
while n <= baselength:

for i in range(n):
print(symbol, end='')

print()
n = n + 1

def saw(nteeth, baselength, symbol): #version 2
for j in range(nteeth):

for n in range(1, baselength+1):
for i in range(n):

print(symbol, end='')
print()

def saw(nteeth, baselength, symbol): #version 3
for j in range(nteeth):

for n in range(1, baselength+1):
print(n*symbol)

The counting while-
loop in version 1 can 

be replaced by 
a for-loop to become 

version 2.

The innermost 
for-loop and a 

print() that prints 

a line can be 
replaced by 

a single print() to 
become version 3.
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The function saw() – one more version

def print_a_tooth(size, symbol):

for n in range(1, size+1):

print(n*symbol)

def saw(nteeth, baselength, symbol): #version 4

for j in range(nteeth):

print_a_tooth(baselength, symbol)

def saw(nteeth, baselength, symbol): #version 3

for j in range(nteeth):

for n in range(1, baselength+1):

print(n*symbol)

The inner for-
loop in version 3

that prints a saw 
tooth can be 

factored out to 
become a function 
print_a_tooth().So the function 

saw() in this new 

version has only 
a single loop 
that is much 
easier to 
understand than 
the nested-loop 
versions.

This process of  replacing part of  a program by 

a subroutine call is called "refactoring", which 
may produce a better program.
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Task: Decimal-to-Binary Conversion

•Write a program that repeatedly reads a decimal 
nonnegative integer and converts it into its binary 
equivalent. 

•The program exits when the input is negative.

Enter a nonnegative integer (or negative to quit): 6
Binary number is 110
Enter a nonnegative integer (or negative to quit): 233
Binary number is 11101001
Enter a nonnegative integer (or negative to quit): 0
Binary number is 0
Enter a nonnegative integer (or negative to quit): -3
Bye!

The program runs like this:
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Decimal-to-Binary Conversion – Topmost Level

while True:

n = int(input('Enter a nonnegative integer (or negative to quit): '))

if n < 0:

break

print('Binary number is', dec_to_bin(n))

print('Bye!')

Algorithm of the main routine is simple:
while True:

Read n
if n is negative:

break
Convert n to binary and print the result

print 'Bye!'

A sentinel loop via 
a forever loop 

with break

translated 

into 

Python

The function 
dec_to_bin() will 
do the conversion.
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Next: The Function dec_to_bin()

def dec_to_bin(n):

233

'11101001'
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Algorithm Hunt for dec_to_bin()
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Algorithm for dec_to_bin()

132

62 1

32 0

12 1

0 1

02

0 0

'0'

13 % 2

13 // 2

Notice that the repeated 

division is done at least once 
for any input number.

'1101'
6 // 2

6 % 2

3 // 2

3 % 2

1 // 2

1 % 2

0 // 2

0 % 2
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dec_to_bin() – Loop Design

iteration n
quotient

n // 2
remainder

n % 2 binary
updated

n
next 

iteration?

Make it into a loop scheme 

and experiment with it.

Suppose 
n is 6

The loop exits when 
n becomes 0

Pre-loop 6

3 01st Yes

""

6

2nd 1 1

"0" 3

3rd 0 1 No

3 "10" 1 Yes

1 "110" 0

And the result is correct.

62
32 0
12 1
0 1

'110'
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dec_to_bin() – Check the Boundary Case

iteration n
quotient

n / 2
remainder

n % 2 binary
updated

n
next 

iteration?

Suppose
n is 0

Pre-loop 0

0 01st

""

0 "0" 0 No

Our loop scheme
works perfectly!

The loop exits when 
n becomes 0

And the result is correct.

02
0 0

'0'
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iteration n
quotient

n // 2
remainder

n % 2
binary

updated

n
next 

iteration?

Pre-loop 6

3 01st Yes

""

6

2nd 1 1

"0" 3

3rd 0 1 No

3 "10" 1 Yes

1 "110" 0

dec_to_bin() – From Design to Code

while True:

if :
break

# n is given as a parameter
binary = ''

quotient  = n // 2
remainder = n % 2
binary = str(remainder) + binary
n = quotient

n == 0

Since the loop body 
will be executed at 
least once, a suitable 
loop pattern for this 
task is a forever loop
with a check for break 
at the bottom.

The built-in function str() 
converts a number into a 

string.
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dec_to_bin() – From Design to Code

while True:

if :
break

# n is given as a parameter
binary = ''

quotient  = n // 2
remainder = n % 2
binary = str(remainder) + binary
n = quotient

n == 0

while True:

if :
break

# n is given as a parameter
binary = ''

binary = str(n % 2) + binary
n = n // 2;

n == 0

After assignments, the 
variables quotient and 
remainder are referenced 

only once, so we can do 
away with them to make 
the code much simpler.
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dec_to_bin() – encapsulation

def dec_to_bin(n):
"""returns the binary representation of integer n
"""    
binary = ''
while True:

binary = str(n % 2) + binary
n = n // 2
if n == 0:

break
return binary

while True:

if :
break

# n is given as a parameter
binary = ''

binary = str(n % 2) + binary
n = n // 2;

n == 0

Encapsulate it 

into 

a function

Once the loop exits, 
the variable binary is 

the result of conversion.
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Decimal-to-Binary Conversion – finished

# ---- main ---- #

while True:

n = int(input('Enter a nonnegative integer (or negative to quit): '))

if n < 0:

break

print('Binary number is', dec_to_bin(n))

print('Bye!')

def dec_to_bin(n):
"""returns the binary representation of integer n
"""
binary = ''
while True:

binary = str(n % 2) + binary
n = n // 2
if n == 0:

break
return binary
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Conclusion
• Conditional loops as realized in the Python while statement allow for many 

common loop patterns frequently used in programs. In the last lecture, we have 
seen three common loop patterns: counting loops, interactive loops, and 
sentinel loops. In this lecture, we have learned three more patterns.

• The loop and a half is a loop that may exit on a special condition somewhere in 
the middle of the loop body. Such premature exit could be done by the return
statement or the break statement.

• The forever loop with break has no loop condition to check before each 
iteration but it may exit on a specified exit condition somewhere in the middle 
of the loop body.

• Loops can be nested. When a for or a while statement is put within another 
for or while statement, we've got nested loops.
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Syntax Summary

break

break
statement
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